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Webflows
Describe a clients perspective of a web site 
along with page event handling

Aimed at being:

reusable

self-contained

separation of concerns

Capture the navigation through a site (ie. its 
webflow)
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Key implementation is the Spring Webflow framework. Webflows are due to be incorporated 
within Tapestry 5.



Webflows
Webflows may be described using STDs

STD states have 5 UML stereotypes applied 
to them:

action

decision

view

end

subflow
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These UML stereotypes are non-standard, so you will need to define them.



Action States
Can call a method on your business layer to 
perform some actions; retrieve data to 
populate your shop, place an order or login a 
user

If action completes it will redirect you to 
another state, like a view state, so you can 
show data you retrieved in the action state

In Rails these are actions!
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View State

Simply shows a webpage, and waits for input

web application resumes once we receive 
input response

This state is comparable to an MVC view

In Rails implemented by ERB templates
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Note: with these types of state we could even knock up mock-ups of our intended views to 
show our prospective customers.



Webflow References

Spring Webflow Framework

Spring Webflow Practical Guide

Telephone Example
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http://www.springframework.org/webflow
http://www.springframework.org/webflow
http://www.ervacon.com/products/springwebflow/article/index.html
http://www.ervacon.com/products/springwebflow/article/index.html
http://spring.ervacon.com/swf-phonebook/
http://spring.ervacon.com/swf-phonebook/


show.html.erb
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Blog Webflow

@blogs = Blog.all

@blog = Blog.find(params[:id])

Action

Action

View

View

show
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Notice how everytime we leave a View state, we need to clearly label our transition with the 
action that will be performed. If there were multiple controllers, we’d also need to state the 
controller name.
Also notice how we’re using controller instance variables (ie. @blogs and @blog) to 
communicate data between actions and views. In addition, the params hash is used to 
communicate data between views and actions. The params hash is here populated using the 
contents of a GET request.



@blog = Blog.new(params[:blog])
@blog.save

show.html.erb

index.html.erb

Blog Webflow

@blogs = Blog.all

@blog = Blog.find(params[:id])

Action

Action

View

View

new.html.erb

View

Action
new

show

create

If we use @blog then render?

If we need to setup @blogs then redirect?
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Here we expand our Webflow by adding in the ability to create new blog entries.
Again, we use controller instance variables to communicate data between actions and views. 
Likewise, we use the params hash to communicate data between views and actions. The 
params hash is here populated using the contents of GET or POST requests.



Desired HTML
<h1>New Blog Entry</h1>

<form action="/blog" method="post">
	
  <p><b>Title:</b> <input name="blog[title]" type="text" /></p>

  <p><b>Written by:</b> 
    <select name="blog[author_id]">
      <option value=""></option>
      <option value="281050046">Random Student</option>
      <option value="402120386">Yet Another Student</option>
      <option value="756048878">Another Student</option>
      <option value="801864681">Carl Pulley</option>
    </select>
  </p>
	
  <p><b>Blog Entry:</b><br />
     <textarea name="blog[entry]"></textarea>
  </p>

  <input name="commit" type="submit" value="Create" />
</form>
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We intend that params hash has the following keys:
• :blog - hash representing a blog object

- :title - represents title instance variable of current blog object
- :entry - represents entry instance variable of current blog object
- :author_id - represents the author_id value for our blog (actual value will be value part 
of a chosen select option)

• :commit - value of submission key



new.html.erb

<h1>New Blog Entry</h1>

<% form_tag :action => 'create' do %>
	 <%= error_messages_for 'blog' %>
  
	 <p><b>Title:</b> <%= text_field_tag 'blog[title]', @blog.title %></p>

	 <p><b>Written by:</b> 
       <%= select_tag 'blog[author_id]', options_for_select([["", ""]] + Author.all.map{ |
a| [a.name, a.id] }, @blog.author_id) %></p>
	
	 <p><b>Blog Entry:</b><br />
       <%= text_area_tag 'blog[entry]', @blog.entry %></p>

	 <%= submit_tag "Create" %>
<% end %>
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A render here would cause the index method 
to execute in the current environment, and 
so generate an error 

@blogs is currently nil!

Blog Controller
  def new
  end

  def create
    @blog = Blog.new(params[:blog])
    @blog.save
    redirect_to :action => 'index'
  end
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Application Time

HTTP is a stateless protocol

so Rails application must handle state!

Application has various notions of time:

application lifetime (made up of sessions)

user session (a trace of the webflow)

Each of these notions of time require 
different strategies for persisting state
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Persisting State
Application lifetime

use database tables (via models)

Application sessions

use the session hash

session ID persists between HTTP 
requests

session ID identifies an applications 
session hash
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Note: obviously, anyone who can guess a session ID can take over a users session!



Example Session Code
Assume our Rails blog application uses a 
plugin called restful_authentication

after a successful login, current_user has a 
valid user (ie. author) instance

Throughout blog application we can now 
automatically select a new blog’s author 
using the contents of the session hash

session[:default_author] = current_user.id

<p>
  <b>Written by:</b> <%=h @blog.author.name %>
  <%= hidden_field_tag ‘blog[author_id]’, session[:default_author] %>
</p>
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Flash
Sometimes we need to communicate data 
over redirects

eg. earlier error message needs rendering 
after redirecting

flash is a hash data structure that allows one 
to do just this

flash contents added by current request 
persist into next request, then they’re 
removed
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